Allentown Symphony Association (ASA) Event at The NB Center
Thursday, October 1, 2020, 6 pm – 7:45 pm

PLEASE READ: COVID-19 RULES FOR ATTENDEES
- Please read and follow all COVID-19 guideline signs and notices on The NB Center property.
- Guests **must** wear a protective face mask when outside their vehicle for any reason.
- Guests are encouraged to remain in their vehicles at **all times**. When away from their vehicles, guests must adhere to the social distancing guideline of 6 feet physical distance from others.
- When visiting the restrooms, guests **must** wear a protective face mask. The number of guests in the restrooms at one time will be limited. Those who need assistance may be accompanied to the restrooms.
- It is up to you if you wish to sit in your vehicle facing the screen or on chairs directly in front of your vehicle, **but not beside it**. Chairs must remain within designated areas.
- If you or your family are sick, has symptoms, or think you may have been exposed to someone that has contracted COVID-19, please stay home!
- **Guests who do not follow these rules will be asked to depart from the center.**

REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
- There is a limit on the number of vehicles and guests. Therefore, you must have a reserved spot for admittance. **No tickets will be offered at the door.** Please register as instructed in the invitation.
- You **must have a signed COVID-19 waiver (signed the morning of the event by every person in a vehicle) for entry.** No exceptions.

ONSITE INSTRUCTIONS
- Gate opens at 6:00 pm for parking until 6:45 pm. Program will begin at 6:45 pm.
- Guests will move through the property in their cars until they are parked for the program.
- Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a masked attendant. Please be prepared to wear a mask.
- Once you’ve entered the facility, you will be directed to a lane and drive down the hill to registration where you will be checked in by a masked attendant. Please be prepared to wear a mask to provide your name and signed COVID-19 waivers.
- Food and beverage pick-up will be the next stop under the front portico of the Lodge and handled by masked attendants. Please be prepared to wear a mask.
- Follow directions to back lawn parking for the drive-in program; **guests must follow the parking directions provided by The NB Center staff.** You will exit the same exact way you entered the parking area when directed by The NB Center staff to depart.
- Restrooms at the Lodge will be available, and guests **must** follow COVID-19 rules; the rest of the Lodge will be closed to ASA staff and guests.
- Guests should use the bag received with their food and beverage to pack their garbage in and take with them when they depart the center.

PARKING INSTRUCTIONS
- Guests must follow the parking directions provided by The NB Center staff.
- Guests may not park within 10 feet of another vehicle.
- No saving spaces. All parking is first come, first served.
- No lawn chairs beside vehicles. They must be in front of your car.
- Guests can have vehicle windows down to hear drive-in program sound, which will be projected from speakers on the back lawn and around the property.
- Guests will be directed when to depart by The NB Center staff. Guests will exit the same exact way you entered the parking area.